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About the authorAbout the author
�� Martin Luther King (1929 Martin Luther King (1929 ––

68) was an American Civil 68) was an American Civil 
Right activist and, the most Right activist and, the most 
charismatic and effective charismatic and effective 
black leader in modern US black leader in modern US 
history.history.

�� He urged reforms through He urged reforms through 
nonnon--violent means and was violent means and was 
greatly influenced by greatly influenced by 
GandhijiGandhiji’’s ways of nons ways of non--
violence.violence.

�� In 1964 he was awarded In 1964 he was awarded 
the Nobel Peace Prize. the Nobel Peace Prize. 

�� He was assassinated during He was assassinated during 
a campaign in Memphis, a campaign in Memphis, 
TennesseeTennessee



About the SpeechAbout the Speech

�� This chapter is an extract from Martin Luther This chapter is an extract from Martin Luther 
KingKing’’s speech which was delivered on the s speech which was delivered on the 
occasion of the centenary celebrations of occasion of the centenary celebrations of 
Abraham LincolnAbraham Lincoln’’s Emancipation Proclamation s Emancipation Proclamation 
(the announcement made by President Lincoln (the announcement made by President Lincoln 
liberating black slaves in all the states of liberating black slaves in all the states of 
America) on 28 August 1963.  America) on 28 August 1963.  

�� Martin Luther delivered this speech before a Martin Luther delivered this speech before a 
massive gathering of 210,000. It is considered to massive gathering of 210,000. It is considered to 
be one of the most memorable speeches of the be one of the most memorable speeches of the 
twentieth century.twentieth century.





Main Points of the SpeechMain Points of the Speech

�� It presents before us a picture of the blacks as they It presents before us a picture of the blacks as they 
were treated in America about fifty years ago. Martin were treated in America about fifty years ago. Martin 
Luther King reminds his listeners of the Emancipation Luther King reminds his listeners of the Emancipation 
Proclamation that Abraham Lincoln signed about a Proclamation that Abraham Lincoln signed about a 
hundred years ago.hundred years ago.

�� The speaker has used the metaphor of the cheque or the The speaker has used the metaphor of the cheque or the 
promissory note and the purpose of gathering at the promissory note and the purpose of gathering at the 
Lincoln Memorial is to cash this cheque.Lincoln Memorial is to cash this cheque.

�� A promissory note was also issued to every American A promissory note was also issued to every American 
when the architects of American Republic drafted the when the architects of American Republic drafted the 
constitution. This promissory note was a promise that all constitution. This promissory note was a promise that all 
Americans would be granted the rights of life and liberty.Americans would be granted the rights of life and liberty.

�� But so far as the American citizens of colour are But so far as the American citizens of colour are 
concerned America defaulted on this promissory note.concerned America defaulted on this promissory note.



ContCont……

�� The speaker says the time has come to make real the The speaker says the time has come to make real the 
promises of Democracy. And they have gathered to promises of Democracy. And they have gathered to 
remind America of the urgency of the situation.remind America of the urgency of the situation.

�� The speaker dreams of America that will rise up and live The speaker dreams of America that will rise up and live 
out the true meaning of its creed. He dreams that his out the true meaning of its creed. He dreams that his 
four children will one day live in a nation where they will four children will one day live in a nation where they will 
not be judged by the colour of their skin but by the not be judged by the colour of their skin but by the 
content of their character.content of their character.

�� He dreams of America where the sons of slaves and the He dreams of America where the sons of slaves and the 
sons of former slave owners will be able to sit down sons of former slave owners will be able to sit down 
together at the table of brotherhood.  together at the table of brotherhood.  



ContCont……

�� Martin Luther King is hopeful that his Martin Luther King is hopeful that his 

dream would be fulfilled An all of Goddream would be fulfilled An all of God’’s s 

children, black men and white men, children, black men and white men, jewsjews

and Gentiles, Protestants and Catholics, and Gentiles, Protestants and Catholics, 

will be able to join hands and work will be able to join hands and work 

together. And then they would be able to together. And then they would be able to 

sing of freedom as it would be the real sing of freedom as it would be the real 

freedom.freedom.

�� Thanks Thanks -- VipanjeetVipanjeet


